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Grade 5 - Phrases and Expressions 
 

You may find these phrases useful in your daily activities! 
 

Latin word / phrase English meaning 
instrumentum computatorium repleam? Could I plug in my computer? 

telephonicum coloquium repleam? Could I recharge my phone? 

ubi est prandium meum? Where is my lunch? 

vah!  mea iunctio telluris mala est! Aaah!  My internet connection is bad! 

meam amphoram aquae repleam? May I fill my water bottle? 

valde fessa sum! I am so tired! 

stylum postulare mihi licet? May I borrow a pencil? 

eheu!  meum librum perdidisse me 

cogito! 

Oh, no!  I think I have lost my book. 

eheu!  meum pallium perdidisse me 

cogito! 

Oh, no!  I think I have lost my coat. 

valde expergiscor! I am so awake! 

te videre gaudeo! It is lovely to see you! 

hodie, caelum est pulchrum! The weather today is beautiful! 

heus! mirabilis est! Hey! That’s amazing! 

abeamus! Let’s go! 
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Words and Concepts from Mathematics and Science: 
The following terms and concepts are used in Grade 5 Mathematics and Science, 

and were taken from the Ministry of Ontario curriculum documents for these 
subjects. 

Mathematics 1: 
English term Latin origin (the word it comes from) and meaning 
fraction frangere = to break; fractus = broken 
decimals decimalis = tenth 
per cent per = through, across. centum = 100 
quotient quotiens = how many times. (it measures “how many times” 

something divides into something else) 
denominator nomen = a means of knowing, a name; denominare = to name 
numerator numerator = one who counts; numerare = to count 
interpolating inter = among, between + polire = to polish, furbish (it refers 

to predicting something from within a range of values) 
extrapolating extra = outside of + polire = to polish or furbish (it refers to 

predicting something outside of a range of values) 
conditional con = with + dicere = to say 
probability probabilis = provable, credible 
equilateral triangle aequus = equal  + latus = side.  tri = 3,  
isosceles triangle ancient Greek:  from isos ‘equal’ + skelos ‘leg’. 
scalene triangle ancient Greek:  skalenos ‘unequal’ 
acute triangle acutus = sharp 
obtuse triangle obtusus = dull, beaten against 
congruent con = together + ruere = to rush 
axis axis is the Latin word for an axle, a point of pivot 
kilo ancient Greek = 1000 
hecto ancient Greek = 100 
deca  Latin = 10 
deci Latin = 1/10th 
centi centum = 100 
milli mille = 1000 
protractor pro = forward, trahere = to drag 

 

 
1   https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/fbd574c4-da36-0066-a0c5-849ffb2de96e/90439c6e-f40c-4b58-840c-
557ed88a9345/The%20Ontario%20Curriculum%20Grades%201%E2%80%938%20-%20Mathematics,%202020%20(January%
202021).pdf 
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Science 2 
Scientific Term Latin origin 
exercise exercere = to keep busy, to make effort 
muscle musculus = little mouse 
respiratory re=again + spiro = to breathe 
circulatory circulare = to move in a circular path 
perspective per = through + specere = to look 
torque torquere = to turn, twist 
tension tendere = to stretch 
compression comprimere = to press together 
conservation conservare = to protect, to conserve 

together 
evaporation / vapour e= out of + vapor = steam, heat 
condensation condensare = to press together 
fusion fundere = to pour, melt 
sublimation sublimare = to raise up 
chemical / electrical  alchymicus = the study of substances /  

electrum = amber (because rubbing 
amber creates electrostatic results) 

engine ingenium = a talent, device 
 
 

 
2 http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/elementary/scientec18currb.pdf 


